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INTRODUCTION

Wikipedia is emerging as the dominant global knowledge repository. Recently, large numbers of Wikipedia users have collaborated to produce more structured information in the online encyclopedia. For example, the information found in tables, categories and infoboxes. Infoboxes contain key-value
pairs, manually appended to articles based on the unstructured
text therein. The wiki contains some structured information
which can be crawled by DBpedia [2], which attempts to organize wiki data into into a database of subject-predicate-object
triples. By leveraging this data we generate an interface, which
we call WiGipedia, embedded on every Wikipedia article as
an interactive graph visualization where entities represent articles, categories and relational entities, with typed edges between them. This intelligent web interface is designed to simplify the elicitation of semantically structured information in
Wikipedia (Figure 1). Our motivation is to both inform the
user of interesting contextual information pertaining to the current article, and to provide a simple way to introduce and/or
repair semantic relations between wiki articles. User actions
result in improved accuracy and consistency of structured data
spread across multiple articles. WiGipedia provides users with
an intuitive interface that allows single-click Wikipedia edits
without knowledge of the Wikipedia markup language, templates, etc. An online demo of the interface can be found at
www.wigipedia-online.com.
RELATED WORK

WiGipedia combines facets from semantic web research, focusing on the gathering of rich semantic data in a collaborative manner, and information visualization within a wiki.
While there are many forms of visualizations available that
will serve our purpose, in this case we focus on a node-link
graph because it highlights relations between entities in an intuitive way [3]. WiGipedia harnesses semantically rich data
from DBpedia that has been originally extracted from wiki infoboxes and categories. DBpedia is queryable in SPARQL and
supports complex queries such as “Find similarities between
Led Zeppelin, Pink Floyd, and Deep Purple” (i.e. visualiza∗
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tion in Figure 1). RelFinder [5] is another tool that supports
relational queries over a wiki, however, in contrast to our approach, it cannot be used to modify the data. The edits made
in WiGipedia modify the wiki markup, which in turn is remined by DBpedia. In this sense, our system enables the user
to ‘close the loop’ between Wikipedia and DBpedia. Additionally, WiGipedia’s simple single-click edits address users’ difficulties in editing Wikipedia shown in studies such as the Wikimedia Usability Initiative [1] In terms of visualization framework, WiGiPedia uses our thin-client plugin-less WiGis toolkit
(www.wigis.net) [4].
USAGE SCENARIO

Figure 1 highlights the steps in the process flow of WiGipedia.
For Bob, a casual Wikipedia user, the interaction experience
occurs as follows: Bob searches Wikipedia for an article of
interest, for example, details on his favorite band, Pink Floyd.
The article page shows the standard wiki page and an infobox
containing a picture with some facts about the band. In addition to the infobox, Bob notices a graph with nodes and edges
embedded in the wiki page. The graph contains nodes representing Pink Floyd and a range of other contextually relevant
information such as music genres, places of origin, years of
performance, and a selection of similar bands, e.g. Led Zeppelin and Deep Purple. Bob highlights a few nodes and notices
that he can move them around to reconfigure the entire graph
layout into meaningful arrangements which highlight important information. When he is satisfied with his layout, Bob
then notices that all three bands on the periphery of the graph
are linked to the node “English rock music groups”, but only
two of them are linked to “England”. Bob decides to create a
link between the nodes “Pink Floyd” and “England” and a suggestion box appears above the graph. The box contains a dropdown list of recommendations for the edge label. Bob clicks
on “Origin” and a labeled edge appears on the graph. Bob
also notices that the Wikipedia article infobox has changed,
and that the text “England” has appeared and is highlighted in
yellow, alongside a green check mark and a red X. Bob clicks
on the green check mark and confirms his Wikipedia update.
In a similar fashion, Bob can remove or update existing edges.
DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

The goal of the visualization is to explain how data in the current Wikipedia article relates to similar data spread across related articles, and allow for discovery and correction of inconsistencies in the data: passively as exploration tool, and
actively as contribution interface. The graph is comprised of
two tiers of nodes. The “principal set” of nodes, representing
the initial set of wiki articles, are arranged around a fixed circular perimeter and rendered in dark blue. The sub-nodes can

Figure 1. WiGiPedia Components: (a) shows a wiki article for “Pink Floyd” with an embedded contextual graph of semantically linked articles. In
(b) dark blue nodes represent the starting point for the graph generation. In this case three English bands: “Pink Floyd”, “Led Zeppelin”, and “Deep
Purple”. The remainder of the graph represents commonalities between seed articles: light blue nodes are other wiki articles (i.e. “England”) and tan
nodes are Wikipedia categories (i.e. “1980s music groups”). A user created edge is highlighted in green. (c) shows the drop-down menu with a list
of suggested labels for the new edge. In this example “Pink Floyd” and “England” are linked by “Origin”. (d) shows a confirmation step that occurs
before the new update is propagated to Wikipedia.

be either categories (rendered in tan), or article pages themselves (rendered in light blue), and represent an item held in
common between at least two nodes in the principal set. Every node-edge-node triple corresponds to a subject-predicateobject RDF triple extracted from DBpedia. To help the user
make the connection between the types of graph nodes and
their corresponding article elements, a circle of matching color
is placed next to the wiki article title, infobox, and category
list. To generate the graph we begin with the current Wikipedia
article the user has navigated to, along with a selection of related articles picked from the most highly linked wiki articles in the current article. These articles form the principal
set of nodes. Next, a DBpedia SPARQL endpoint is queried
for the relations held in common between each pair of nodes
in the principal set. To lay out the graph the principal nodes
are pinned around an outer circle and then a FruchtermanReingold force directed algorithm is applied to position all
other nodes. When the user creates a new link between two
nodes a set of candidate edge label recommendations is generated. This further facilitates simple updates, but also upholds
consistency and coherence within the existing Wikipedia corpus. We rank edge label suggestions from three different but
interdependent sources, each providing a unique angle: the
displayed graph, a semantic DBpedia query, and the source
article’s infobox template.
CONCLUSION

While recent collaborative efforts have provided more structured data such as infoboxes to Wikipedia, large amounts of

data remains inconsistent, incorrect or missing. This paper
introduced WiGipedia, a novel interface that facilitates the input of semantic information from regular Wikipedia users. By
querying DBpedia for semantic relations between a selected
set of articles and generating a graph visualization, the system
provides context to the article being read. However, the main
contribution of WiGipedia is as an input modality, supporting
single-click semantic updates to Wikipedia, based on a users
comprehension of relations in the graph. Looking forward,
we believe that contributing to the consistency and structure of
Wikipedia is a step towards the creation of a rich Wikipedia ontology, capable of supporting complex analytical queries over
this huge knowledge repository.
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